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MOTIVATION AND QUESTIONS

 Risk-off episodes usually drive the FX move – interest rate differentials and risk 
factors safe haven currencies as well as fragile currencies

➢ a safe-haven currency, which appreciates when global investors’ behavior tends to be risk-averse

➢ Masujima(2017) finds the safe-haven/vulnerable status is changing overtime

 Masujima(2019) shows importance of market-based determinants increased 
during and after the Global Financial Crisis

 Why were the yen’s move relatively stable during the Covid -19 Crisis?

 The pandemic more severely hit the demand and supply side of the real economy, 
different from financial crisis. So the activity in the real economy may have bigger 
impacts on the FX moves than during the normal time



QUESTIONS

1. What are determinants of the FX movement? 

2. How did the drivers of exchange rate and its impacts change 
during the Covid-19 pandemic, compared to the Global Financial 
Crisis of 2008-09 and normal times?



IMPACTS OF YIELD DIFFERENTIALS ON FX MOVES FELL 

BEFORE THE PANDEMIC 
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YEN’S SAFE CURRENCY STATUS RELATIVELY STABLE 

AMID THE PANDEMIC 
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Exchange rates and asset returns per dollar associated

with a 1-ppt rise in VIX (250 business day)



VIX SENSITIVITY OF EMERGING CURRENCIES WEAKENS 

AMID THE PANDEMIC
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Exchange rates per dollar associated

with a 1-ppt rise in VIX (250 business day)



ECONOMIC ACTIVITY GAPS WIDENED DURING THE 

PANDEMIC 
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On-Shore Renminbi, Economic Activity amid the Pandemic



ACTIVITY GAPS COULD DRIVE FX MOVES
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Economic activity differentials between home and overseas have been 

associated with fluctuation of trade balance during the pandemic



ECONOMIC ACTIVITY GAPS WIDENED DURING THE 

PANDEMIC 
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Trade channel could play a greater role in the FX moves during 

the pandemic. That may have offset impacts from portfolio 

investment channel

Economic Activity ↑

(Home) 

Economic Activity ↑

(Overseas) 

Trade Channel Portfolio Investment

Channel

Domestic Consumption ↑

Imports ↑

Trade Deficit ↑

Currency Depreciation

External Demand↑

Exports ↑

Trade Surplus ↑

Currency Appreciation

Domestic Demand ↑

Domestic Price, Interest Rate  ↑

Capital Inflows  ↑

Currency Appreciation

External Demand ↑

Foreign Price, Interest Rate  ↑

Capital Outflows  ↑

Currency Depreciation



LITERATURE REVIEW
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Liao and Zhang (2020) -- the hedging channel of portfolio investments during the pandemic

Daehler, Aizenman, and Jinjarak (2020) -- relationship between the Covid-19 cases, policy response and 

Credit Default Swap (CDS)

Verdelhan (2018) – dollar and carry trade risks factors and FX Movements

Masujima (2019) – Safe-haven determinants shifted from external sustainability factors (current account 

surplus) to market driven factors (carry trade opportunity and high liquidity) during and after the Global 

Financial Crisis.

Ozturk and Sheng (2017), Baker, Bloom, and Davis (2016) – Uncertainty measurement

OS show persistent effects on economic activity from common uncertainty and short-lived effects from 

idiosyncratic uncertainty. BBD develop text-based uncertainty measurements.

Literature for the link between the pandemic and the FX moves are extremely limited, 

particularly its link to the real economy



CONTRIBUTION OF THIS PAPER 

1. Tracking a shift of the FX determinants during the Covid-19 
pandemic via portfolio investment channel, compared to the 
Global Financial Crisis 

2. Showing the significance of trade channel for the exchange rate 
movements, using daily business activities in home and overseas 

3. Proving safe haven effects of the yen remained significant even 
during the pandemic, while its relevance to the emerging markets 
became much weaker. 



DATA
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DATA 
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❑ Bilateral foreign exchange rates of 16 currencies (7 advanced, 9 emerging 

economies) against the dollar (plus CNH)

❑ Bloomberg dollar index (effective exchange rate)

❑ Two-year government bond yields of 16 economies

❑ VIX - 30-day expected volatility of the U.S. S&P 500 volatility index

❑ Daily Economic Activity Indexes   

❑ Covid-19 new confirmed cases and other alternative measures

Sample period: daily data from the beginning of 2005 through Sept. 30, 2020

Sources: Bloomberg, Bloomberg Economics, Johns Hopkins University



DAILY ACTIVITY INDEX
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DATA METHODOLOGY
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❑ The activity indexes are estimated using a dynamic factor model by Roye and Orlik (2020). 

❑ This methodology extracts an unobservable latent common factor of the underlying high-frequency data in the spirit of Stock and 

Watson (2010). 

❑ Sample period: daily data from Jan. 1, 2020 to September 30, 2020 

❑ Country/area coverage: 23 economies (11 advanced, 12 emerging economies ) – 17 economies used for this paper

❑ The high weight of travel and mobility indicators may lead to overweighting this type of activity in the index.

❑ The index is not fully comparable across countries as we partly use different indicators for different countries. A complete set of 

sources is shown in the table below.

❑ In a dynamic factor model, component weights adjust as new data becomes available. Future updates of the index will likely result 

in small backward revisions to historical readings.

Daily Activity Index and CNY



DAILY ACTIVITY INDEX: EMERGING ECONOMIES
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DAILY ACTIVITY INDEX: ADVANCED ECONOMIES
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COVID-19 CONFIRMED CASES (LOG SCALE) 
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MODEL

1
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THE MODEL 
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Baseline Model

Carry Trade

Risk Factor

Pull Factor

Push Factor

Covid-19 factors

• st denotes the bilateral exchange rate in foreign currency per U.S. dollar

• rt − r*t is the two-year interest rate differential between the foreign country and the U.S.  [𝜷>0]

• VIX t reflects Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) volatility index of S&P 500 index

[𝜸 >0, safe haven currency; 𝜸 <0, vulnerable currency] 

• Crisis dummies are interaction term with yield differentials and VIX

• Global financial crisis dummy (= 1 during Sept 2010 – June 2009)   

• Covid-19 crisis dummy (= 1 during Jan 2020 – Sept 2020)

• Business activity indexes – the pre-covid activity level = 100  (Max 100, Min 0)

[𝜹>0, portfolio cannel dominates trade channel for home; 𝜹 <0, trade channel dominates portfolio investment cannel ] 

• New Covid-19 confirmed cases [opposite to business activity index]

∆𝒔𝒕 = 𝜶 + 𝜷1∆ 𝒓𝒕 − 𝒓𝒕
∗ +𝜷𝟐∆ 𝒓𝒕 − 𝒓𝒕

∗ ∙Covid-19 Dummy + 𝜷𝟑∆ 𝒓𝒕 − 𝒓𝒕
∗ ∙GFC Dummy

+𝜸𝟏∆ 𝑽𝑰𝑿𝒕 + 𝜸2∆ 𝑽𝑰𝑿𝒕 ∙Covid-19 Dummy + 𝜸3∆ 𝑽𝑰𝑿𝒕 ∙ GFC Dummy

+𝜹∆ 𝑩𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝑯𝒐𝒎𝒆 𝒕

+𝝉∆(𝑩𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔 𝑨𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚(𝑶𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒔𝒆𝒂𝒔)𝒕)
+𝒗∆𝒍𝒏 𝑪𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒅 − 𝟏𝟗 𝑪𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒔(𝑯𝒐𝒎𝒆)𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜺



EMPIRICAL RESULTS
-



COUNTRY COMPARISON － ADVANCED ECONOMIES
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• Wider interest rate differentials have positive impacts on a home currency, following the expectation for all the advanced economies

• Higher market uncertainty (VIX) has the positive impacts on JPY and USD and its magnitude shrank for all the currencies but JPY

• Business activities, compared to the pre-virus crisis level appears to work for some currencies via trade channel during the pandemic.



COUNTRY COMPARISON － ADVANCED ECONOMIES
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Re-Grouping Overseas Economic Activities 

• The FX moves of advanced economies has a stronger link to advanced economies business activities

• Japan’s home business activity at home turns significant



COUNTRY COMPARISON － EMERGING ECONOMIES
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• Wider interest rate differentials have positive impacts on only CNY

• Higher market uncertainty (VIX) has the negative impacts on for all the emerging currencies but smaller impacts during the pandemic

• Business activities at home, compared to the pre-virus crisis level appears to work for some currencies via portfolio channel during

the pandemic. The trade channel works for business activities in the world



COUNTRY COMPARISON － EMERGING ECONOMIES
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Re-Grouping Overseas Economic Activities 

• The FX moves of emerging economies has a stronger link to emerging economies business activities

• China’s home business activity at home turns significant



EXTENDED MODEL -- JAPAN
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Adding long-term yield differentials as the proxy of unconventional 

monetary policies and risk premium didn’t change main results



EXTENDED MODEL – UNITED STATES
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EXTENDED MODEL – EURO AREA
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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• Impacts of a VIX change on FX moves intensified during the Global Financial 

Crisis, but  its impacts could be weaker, or more or less same during the 

Covid-19 crisis, particularly for emerging economies

• Renminbi response is more closer to advanced economies 

• During the Covid-19, a rapid changes in trade balance could be a key 

determinants of FX moves due to the fluctuation of gaps of activity between 

home and overseas

Future Improvement 

• Adding more explanatory variables (CDS) or split activity indexes. 

• Panel regressions



POLICY IMPLICATIONS
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• The financial authorities needs to change policies, based on the stages of the 

virus-infections and its recovery as the impacts of economic recovery on the FX 

moves may could shift in transition to post-lockdown period. 
➢ At the stage of lockdown and early post-lockdown period, the economic recovery is associated 

with the currency depreciation due to trade channel. 

➢ As the virus-containment measures are softening and the business activities are approaching the 

pre-virus crisis level, effects via the trade channel diminishes. 

➢ At the same time impacts via the portfolio channel increases and the economic recovery is also 

associated with the currency appreciation with higher interest rates and inward foreign 

investment. The exchange rate moves are determined by the balance of effects between the 

trade channel and portfolio investment channel. 

• After the Covid-19 vaccines are distributed, exchange rate determinants are 

dominated by the portfolio investment channel. Therefore, the government and 

central banks need to make careful adjustments of fiscal policy and monetary 

policy to stabilize exchange rates as well as the real economy.
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